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Cave diving  in the UK can trace its roots  back to early dives by Graham
Balcombe and Jack Sheppard in Swildon’s  Hole in 1934.   The procedures
developed in the 30’s  were formalised by the founding  of the Cave Diving
Group in 1946.   A constant  theme throughout  the existence of  the CDG has
been to adapt  materials and methods to the job  in hand and to be open to
continuous  improvement.

Cave diving  has become extremely popular  throughout  the world.   Florida is
one of the regions blessed with  many cave diving  sites of outstanding  quality
and easy access.  Consequently,  there has been an explosion  of popularity  in
cave diving  in the USA.  It is estimated  that  there are as many as 20,000  cave
and cavern divers in Florida alone.  These divers are organised into  a number
of national  bodies including  the National  Speleological  Society, Cave Diving
Section and the National  Association  for  Cave Diving.   The generally agreed
advice from  this  wealth  of  experience is that  cave diving  in the USA should  be
conducted by teams of  divers in a buddy system and that  solo diving
introduces an unnecessary level of  risk.   Despite this  advice the Cave Diving
Group continues to recommend  solo diving  as the safer alternative for  diving
in the UK.  Why is that?

In 1997 the Health  & Safety Executive commissioned a report  into  the risks of
diving,  looking  at more than 1,000  incidents  [1].   One of the
recommendations  for  cave diving  in that  report  is to  “not  enter spaces which
restrict  movement  to the extent  that  assistance to a buddy would  be
impeded”.  As there are no UK sumps that  allow unimpeded buddy diving,  the
recommendation  suggests that  it  is unwise to do any UK sump diving  using
the conventional  buddy system of  diving.  Yet over the last  70 years the CDG
have published reports  of  over 4000  cave dives in over 1300  sites and have
conducted many more unpublished dives.  This suggests that  there is a
substantial  body of cave diving  that  is being  conducted outside the
recommendations  of the conventional  buddy system.

The first  key point  cited in the 1997 Health  & Safety Executive report  [1] is:
“1. There are a small  number  of  repeated causes associated with  the majority
of fatalities.   If these causes are eliminated then the number  of fatalities
would  have fallen from  286  to 8.  Since all of  the procedural  errors are
avoidable by a well trained,  intelligent  and alert  diver, working  in an organised
structure,  it  may be concluded that  the low accident  rate in scientific  diving,  in
the fire service, police, coastguard,  etc., who all use SCUBA, is due to this
factor.”

The CDG believes that  their  cave diving  procedures, developed by continuous
improvement  over 70 years, represent  the best way to produce a well  trained,
intelligent  and alert  diver, working  in an organised structure  hence represent
the safest  way of tackling  UK sumps.



There are many hazards associated with  cave diving.   Some, but  not  all, of  the
hazards of cave diving  have been identified  by the CDG in the Statement  of
Inherent  Risk [2].   The buddy system was introduced in open water diving  to
minimise the risks associated with  open water diving  hazards, but  when
applied to the UK sump diving  situation,  buddy diving  introduces additional
risks.   Some of the advantages of  solo cave diving  over buddy cave diving  are
cited in the essay “Cave Diving  -  British  Style” [3]:

• There's no- one to get physically jammed in the passage behind  you
(thereby blocking  your  exit).

• There's no- one behind  you who may get tangled  in the line, and have to
cut it  -  leaving  you with  no guide home.

• There's no- one to accidentally  disturb  your  'out  tags' at line junctions
(e.g. in one cave there are 10 branch lines off  the main line in the first
500m  of passage).

• There's no- one to cause silt  problems (but  yourself).

• There's no chance of being  called upon to  share air -  in small  passages.

• There's nothing  to get confused about  -  communication  in sumps
varies from  the difficult  to the impossible.

• There's no- one to provide you with  a false sense of security.

• There's no- one to worry  about,  but  yourself  -  you can concentrate on
your  own safety.

Solo diving  mitigates the risks introduced by buddy diving.   One of  the
objectives of the CDG is to develop  diving  practices that  enhance the safety of
solo cave diving.

Cave Diving  has a relatively small  number  of participants  in the UK and
although  it  has developed over a period  of  70 years, there are insufficient
incidents  of failure to conduct  a robust  quantitative analysis of  failure
patterns.   Outside the UK there is more information  on failure patterns
available,  however the difference in the nature of the UK sump environment
and the non- UK sump environments  do not  permit  direct  comparisons.   With
this  caveat in mind,  it  is still  useful  to look  at cave diving  fatalities outside the
UK.  



In 1999,  International  Underwater  Cave Rescue & Recovery published an
Accident  Analysis on 478 cave diving  fatalities [4].   Of those 478 only 47 were
cave trained.   This emphasises the obvious need for  adequate training.   Of the
40 cave trained fatalities where a cause was determined,  the top  most
frequent  causes quoted were, in order:

1. Depth
2. Training
3. Adv equipment
4. Line gap
5. Solo
6. Maintenance
7. Gas mixture  problem
8. Entanglement

Due to the relatively shallow nature of  UK sumps, depth  and gas mixture  are
unlikely  to be the major  hazard in the UK.  Solo diving  is an issue outside the
UK but  this is because the non- UK cave diving  training  schemes do not
prepare divers for  solo diving.   From this information  it  is probable that  the
most  significant  hazards in UK sump diving  include, in no particular  order:

• Training
• Equipment
• Line management

It is relevant  to show that  solo cave diving  does not  aggravate the risks
associated with  the major  hazards of cave diving  where buddy diving  might
mitigate  the risks.

Training  is a key part  of  the CDG’s approach to cave diving.   The CDG
contributes to this  area by the production  of  The Cave Diving Group Manual
[5].  Additionally,  the CDG has issued a Training  Standard [6] to help guide
both  internal  and external  agencies in their  delivery of suitable training  for  UK
conditions.   The CDG is a relatively small  organisation  with  a limited  capability
to  deliver training  directly.   It does however have a very strong  ethos of
training  by example or mentoring  more junior  divers.  This philosophy is
described in the Cave Diver Education  programme [7].   There is no evidence
that  buddy diving  has a significantly  beneficial  affect  on the delivery of
effective training.

Controlling  the hazards and risks associated with  cave diving  equipment  is the
responsibility  of  the individual  diver.   The CDG’s training  and mentoring
philosophy  provides individual  CDG divers with  a large resource of  experience
to  draw on when selecting  and maintaining  their  equipment.   This area is
essential  to safe cave diving  and is strongly  emphasised by the CDG.  There is
also a strong  philosophy of complete redundancy for  all critical  systems.
There is no evidence that  buddy diving  has a significantly  beneficial  affect  on
the safety of diving  equipment.



The third  major  hazard area is line management.   The difficulties  of laying and
managing  good lines to  guide divers in UK sumps are enormous.   Over the
years this  area of UK cave diving  has been extensively researched.  The first
comprehensive review of this area was published by the CDG in 1981  in “Line
Laying and Following”  by Geoff  Yeadon [8].   This pivotal  reference has formed
the basis of  modern  line laying  and management.   This is an area that  is
constantly  evolving  and new methods are regularly  published in the quarterly
CDG Newsletter.   There is no evidence that  buddy diving  has a significantly
beneficial  affect  on the safety of line laying  and management.

The first  British  Sump Rescue Symposium  held in 1986  looked at the issue of
cave diving  safety [9].  The published proceedings on Safe Cave Diving
identified  the technique of solo cave diving  and strongly  advocated “the need
for  the cave diver to learn independence and to  feel, when he is diving,  that
he is entirely on his own .”  The advantages of buddy diving  derive from
promoting  mutual  self- help and aiding  safety via the surface.  Neither  of
these advantages is applicable to UK cave diving.   The symposium  advocated
an intelligent  approach to cave diving;  “The most  important  piece of
equipment  the diver has is his brain.   If he fully  understands the implications
of a dive an experienced diver will  either take the necessary precautions  or
postpone the dive until  he has gained the required  knowledge, equipment  or
skill ”.

Diving  with  multiple  concurrent  divers does have a role to play in UK cave
diving.   There are certain  tasks, such as underwater  construction,  that  benefit
from  more than one diver being present  at the same time.   Additionally,  there
is a social dimension  to recreational  cave diving  that  results  in more than one
diver entering  a sump at the same time.   This is particularly  likely if  a caving
project  is conducted beyond a sump where mutual  support  may be critical  to
the success of a task.   The overriding  philosophy of the CDG remains that
once you enter  a UK sump you bear the full  responsibility  and accountability
for  your  own actions.   As such there is a deeply ingrained belief  that  a
philosophy  of solo diving  is an essential  requirement  for  safe sump diving
within  the UK.  Multiple  concurrent  divers are effectively a team of solo divers,
where each individual  diver must  be considered by all of  the divers as a
potential  source of  hazard.   This form  of diving  is more accurately thought  of
as team solo diving.

Buddy diving  is very different  from  team solo diving.   In buddy diving  a pair  of
divers are considered to be a unit  and thus share responsibility  and
accountability  for  their  actions.  Buddy diving  has been developed and
modified  for  many different  environments  including  some cave environments.
It would,  however, be a grave and possibly  fatal  error  to use an unmodified
buddy diving  system in the majority  of  UK sumps.   Similarly it  would  be
incorrect  for  a diver familiar  with  team solo diving  to consider  themselves fully
conversant  with  buddy diving  or to  consider  that  solo diving  is appropriate  for
all forms  of diving.

There are clear additional  hazards introduced by buddy diving  and yet there is
no clear reduction  in the risks from  the major  hazards in cave diving  gained
through  buddy diving.   The Cave Diving  Group recommends that  solo and



team solo diving  are appropriate  techniques for  use in the exploration  of UK
sumps.
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